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(:09).  World Peace Treaty Road Map.  Called to commit yourself to what you signed. 

Transfer diseases outside the body with CO2 Gans. Can bring Military Satellites out. Be 

humble, this will be the first time to get peace without war. Read out Road Map (:20).  

(:40).  Questions: Lasers and Plasmas. (lost Keshe for almost hour)   (1:33). Keshe is 

back. Push for movement releases outer layers of Nano coat, need very low voltage. Your 

body continuously produces Nano materials at less than 1 micro-amp. It releases the 

atomic structure. Heating speeds up the process, but in cold conditions relay on salts MG 

fields. Heavier salts are faster. NaCl is faster because sodium heavier. Can also Nano coat 

from Star Formation which is easier and safer. When work in matter atoms are very close 

together and stick to each other, but nano material has big gaps between. Gans is even 

more loose, but they are connected by MG fields. There is a flow of MG fields become 

Superconductivity. If you touch nano they get squeezed and loose some property. Have to 

be careful when cutting Cu wires for nano coating.   (1:51). How to create motion in the 

plasma without motors. Move away from Motors. This is how U works, when you have 

mixture of different Nano materials, it creates motion. Chinese showed this yesterday in 

online classroom. This is how you get movements of the continents. Inside center of earth 

fields create conditions of the motion in matter state. This is how conversion from plasma 

to matter state happens, by changing of the field strengths to conditions of matter state on 

the outer layers, and no other way, not by decrease in temperature. This is exactly same 

on the surface of the sun, even though you still see the plasma inside.  (2:01). Marco 

describes the Chinese experiment to eliminate the motor. Can't understand Marco.  

(2:40). Keshe comes back. Compares to adding vinegar to batch to make vinegar.  

Mike comes on. Cold nano processing, used 2 graphite pencil as electrodes and applied 2 

amps and he got Graphite Gans. It goes from Graphite to Grapheme with a laser from a 

DVD player. He achieved Nano coated plastic. Mike has come back. Talks about love. 

Eliya favorite word is love. Nano coating is like a door to open. Glands produce an 

enzyme that is a nano material to open and close the membrane of cell. Calcium locks the 

door to nano coating. Want to open door and keep it open and get a draft, fields increase. 

Coat both sides to get a speed.    (3:12).  Keshe, "this is still schizophrenic state of matter, 

with gates, etc.. We want to look at Plasmatic state not with gates and matter. It has 

nothing to do with gates. Ones you free the Gans then they are free to flow, they find own 

balance which in itself causes flow and increase. There is no excitement in plasma state, 

not vibration. Why your CO2 boxes stop producing because they find a balance. The 

Foundation should not teach wrong way or back in same old condition. Looks like you 

are refusing to grow up, need kick in back side. You have already learned to make Gans, 

now go further. You get the same result regardless of the Gans you use. Need to get the 

Gans into the free plasma state. Keshe wants to close Chat Rooms, holding people back.  

(3:24).  Arman and dry Gans. Keshe comes on, how to make a dynamic plasma with one 

Gans. Use the 3 states of Gans, Dry Gans, wet Gans, and a Nano of Gans, then mix 

together and you get a separation of fields. This is exactly how the Stars are created. End 

speech of Keshe, have for first time tools for peace, the roadmap was at the beginning.  

 


